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The rating is an opinion on the ability of a subject to meet its engagements and is based on objective elements matched with subjective 

evaluations expressed by a rating analyst. Cerved Rating Agency  issues  long-term ratings giving judgments on the reliability of the 

debtor that are not linked with technical debt structure. 
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It is the evaluation on the ability of an economic subject to meet its financial engagements within the agreed terms. 

Rating: High credit worthiness (B1.1) 

Probability of insolvency:      

(at 12 months) 

Medium-low  (1.14%) 

 

 

Enterprise characterized by a suitable ability to meet its financial engagements that could anyway 
be undermined by serious and sudden changes of the economic-financial context and of its 
activity sector. Credit risk is limited. �
 

 

Subject 

C2.1 C1.2 C1.1 B2.2 B2.1 B1.2 B1.1 A3.1 A2.2 A2.1 A1.3 A1.2 A1.1 

Low credit worthiness High credit worthiness
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The Group LANDI RENZO has been active on the market for more than sixty years and is one of the market 
leaders in the sector of eco-mobility, designing, manufacturing, installing and selling, environmentally friendly 
LPG and methane systems for the automotive sector, as well as compressors for gas with the brand SAFE 
and, at a lower level, antitheft systems for vehicles with the brand MED together with audio systems with the 
brand 18SOUND. The Group, present with 16 affiliated companies in 13 countries, signed commercial and 
technical partnerships with the main manufacturers of vehicles all over the world (OEM channel), as well as 
with retailers and independent importers (After-Market channel). 

Notwithstanding this leadership status, the Group has undergone some difficulties over the last few years 
because of the negative macroeconomic context of its sector of activity, which has been penalized both by 
the general economic-financial crisis that slowed down the automotive sector, as well as by ongoing tensions 
linked with geopolitical factors in some key countries as far as its turnover is concerned. All this has 
inevitably influenced consolidated revenues, characterized by a swinging trend over the last years and far 
from the levels registered in 2010, when the turnover was higher than 300 million. The same trend holds true 
for EBITDA, as fixed costs are quite remarkable under a monetary point of view and show a high operating 
leverage. Moreover, following the registration of high non-monetary costs (including remarkable non-
recurrent shares concerning 2011 and 2013 and caused by the devaluations of the participations in 
BAYTECH and LOVATO GAS), net results have been negative for three times in the last four years 
influencing, in turn, the shareholders’ funds of the Group which are anyway quite high. As far as 2015 is 
concerned, notwithstanding interesting perspectives in some emerging markets and some profits which 
should arise from the measures carried out by the management aimed at optimizing costs, turnover and net 
result are expected to be similar to the ones registered in 2014.         

The overall structure is characterized by a substantial balance notwithstanding the high monetary  amount of 
fixed assets, at financial level the subject shows a highly sustainable use of third-parties capital which keep 
on decreasing, above all thanks to the significant improvement of NFP, which took advantage from a careful 
management of current assets that includes, among the measures of optimization, the transfer of credits with 
non-recourse method. The average level of liquidity, notwithstanding the general long-term collection of the 
OEM channel, enables the subject to meet its engagements according to terms. Last but not least, the high 
level of Bank trust has to be underlined, with several relations with different credit institutions that also show 
wide differences between the granted credit lines and the actually used amounts. 

Based on this analysis, the subject can rely on structural factors that show a suitable ability to meet its 
financial engagements, both at short as well as at medium-long terms, thus leading to a good credit 
worthiness linked with a limited credit risk. 
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� Leadership status in its sector of activity, with competitive advantages coming from a business 
model which gave it the chance to cope with the unfavourable economic context better than its 
competitors.  

� Careful management of the working capital with clear-cut benefits on NFP, which has decreased by 
about 50% over the last few years. 

� Several Bank relations which have been consolidated over the years, with high credit lines.  
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� Net results are still negative due to the unfavourable economic context that has influenced sale 
volumes, together with the registration of significant non-monetary costs of recurrent and non-
recurrent kind. 

 

As far as risk factors are concerned, its sector of activity is the biggest weak point as it is linked with the 
economic cycle and influenced by several external factors, among them the direct and indirect policies of 
incentive to use alternative fuels. In order to cope with it, the Group developed a relatively flexible structure 
and, if possible, carries out the production in outsourcing, trying to adjust its productive capacity to the 
current needs, even if its fixed costs are always very high. Another major risk is represented by the credits 
towards some countries characterized by scenarios of geo-political tension, where forecasts are difficult to 
carry out. The level of competitiveness has also to be underlined because it forces to make ongoing efforts 
and carry out investments to keep the position on the market. Thanks to the insurance of almost all the 
customer portfolio, credit risk is properly managed and also exchange risk is limited thanks to the amount of 
consolidated funds in several currencies. Liquidity risk is low thanks to the available financial resources and 
the issued credit lines, together with the current favourable trend of rates. As far as possible operating risks 
linked with its products are concerned, the Group has focused its attention both on the protection of 
intellectual property regularly registering its trademarks, patents, etc., as well as making use of insurances 
that cover defects in design and during production, also caused by third parties such as suppliers and 
installers. Concerning the potential risk linked with the growth strategy of the Group also for external lines, 
the  prudential approach, which has always been taken by the management, limits the consequences 
caused by the lack of integration of new activities and the non-achievement of planned synergies.   
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The most unfavourable scenario, apart from catastrophic events, concerning the subject and its activity 
sector, could cause a downgrading of its credit worthiness. In particular, it is estimated that the minimum 
value its rating could reach would be B1.2, which anyway shows a reliable situation for the subject  and a 
limited credit risk.  
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The most favourable scenario concerning the subject and its activity sector, could bring to an upgrading, 
therefore the credit worthiness would go to the higher class and reach, A3.1, showing a situation of full safety 
and a limited credit risk. 
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LANDI RENZO leads a group working at International level and specialized in the design, manufacturing and 
sale of  LPG and methane plants and systems for the automotive sector; it also sells, at a lower level, other 
equipment (antitheft, sound, robotic systems). Its line of products for gas distribution is also experiencing a 
remarkable growth. The begin of its activity dates back to 1954 and the subject has managed to develop and 
strengthen its activity at National and International level over the years, also thanks to several taking over, up 
to consolidating its leadership position in the sector, with a market share of 30% and well-established 
partnerships with some of the main manufacturers of vehicles.  

Over the last few years, the unfavourable market situation caused by the fall of demand that hit the 
automotive sector, the progressive reduction of incentives to buy low-emission vehicles and situations of 
instability and tension in some important foreign markets (among them Iran and Pakistan), has negatively 
influenced the profitability of the Group. More in details, revenues, which in the past took advantage of the 
above-mentioned incentives, have experienced a swinging trend over the last years and were as high as 233 
million Euros in 2014. Its margins registered a similar trend as revenues, they were in fact influenced by the 
turnover decrease due to quite high structure costs which are anyway necessary to keep the market position 
and competitiveness of the group. 2013 registered the worst margins, which were also worsened by the 
registration of remarkable non-monetary costs, the highest of which being the devaluations of LOVATO 
GAS; after that the efforts of the Group have been focused on the optimization of costs and the development 
of its range of products, with positive effects already starting from 2014, a more favourable trend of the 
demand in the sector enabled a progressive improvement of results: in particular, the turnover concerning 
distribution systems for methane gas stations, a market segment conquered by LANDI RENZO after the 
acquisition of SAFE, registered a sensitive growth (accounting for more than 10% of revenues) and 
counterbalanced a demand contraction that keeps on hitting gas systems for vehicles and, above all, the 
After-market segment. All this also brought to an improvement of margins, with a quite high increase of 
EBITDA both in absolute terms, and in percentage. The net result is increasing, too: even if 2014 was closed 
with a loss, this is much lower than the previous year (also taking into consideration normalized results, 
before non-recurrent costs). In 2015 the management expects margins and results matching the ones of the 
previous year.  

From the income / financial point of view, a progressive improvement of net financial position has to be 
noticed, also thanks to the optimization in the management of working capital that began last year. The 
company has an ongoing attention towards research and development activities, with remarkable 
investments also over these last few years, even if they were characterized by a lower turnover, the most 
important event took place in 2014 with the opening of the new R&D centre in its headquarters.  
 �
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Negative data 

Protests  

No protests have been found neither on the company, nor on its linked subjects. 

The double checks carried out on “doubtful” cases excluded possible homonymy thanks to detailed verifications. 

Bankruptcies and bankruptcy procedures (concerning the main associated companies) 

No Bankruptcies and/or severe Bankruptcy Procedures have been found against the enterprise, 

nor against its linked subjects. 

Prejudicial actions 

No Prejudicial Actions coming from Curatorship have been found against the enterprise, nor against its 
linked subjects.  

Notes: Cerved Group gathers the most important events registered in the Land Registry through a National circuit for 
Bank/financial/tax-collecting beneficiaries and through an exclusive network of correspondents for the other beneficiaries 
and for the events registered in the Table Offices (provinces of Trento and Bolzano)  
  

However, the found events not always include the annotations concerning cancellations that could take place 
subsequently, usually following the paying-off of a debt; moreover, the annotations concerning old events are not always 
available. In order to receive an updated report, we suggest you request the service VISURA IMMOBILIARE on the 
subjects you are interested in. 

 

Negative press review  

From our press review, which includes the daily analysis of almost 100 national, regional and 

above all provincial daily papers, we found no negative elements on the above-mentioned 

enterprise. 
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LANDI RENZO is active in a niche of automotive components: more in details, it manufactures  LPG and 
methane systems for the automotive sector, as well as systems for the distribution of gas which represent 
the core business of the companies belonging to the Group. 

At aggregate level, the market of car components can be segmented on the basis of its destinations: Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), that is to say components used for the basic equipment of vehicles and 
supplied to manufacturers and After-market (AM), products that will be used and installed on already sold 
vehicles. The relative weight of the two segments is strongly variable; in the specific case of LANDI RENZO, 
the share of AM on the total turnover is higher than the one of OEM.   

The sector of automotive components in Italy 

Data in millions of 
Euros     Forecast  � % � % � % � % 

  2012 2013 2014 2015 2012/2011 2013/2012 2014/2013 2015/2014 

Production 25.200 25.650 26.750 27.650 -8,4 1,8 4,3 3,4 

Export 18.110 18.800 19.900 20.850 -5,3 3,8 5,9 4,8 

Import 10.640 10.800 11.200 11.600 -10 1,5 3,7 3,6 

Commercial result 7.470 8.000 8.700 9.250     

National market 17.730 17.650 18.050 18.400 -12,2 -0,5 2,3 1,9 

Export/Production (%) 71,9 73,3 74,4 75,4     

Import/Market (%) 60 61,2 62 63     
Source: Databank processing on data coming from ISTAT, Osservatorio Componentistica Autoveicolare of the Chamber of Commerce of Turin, 
ANFIA 

As you can see in the chart here above, the Italian market of vehicle components in 2013 and 2014 showed 
some signs of trend reversal and in 2015 a growing trend is expected. Export plays a fundamental role 
accounting for about 75% of 2014’s production. 
 
OEM and AM markets do show different characteristics: the first one is strictly linked with the trend of  
vehicle registrations and over the last few years has suffered from the re-organization of production carried 
out by the manufacturers of vehicles (which in some cases re-internalized some activities) that can also rely 
on a high bargaining power against their suppliers; the demand of the segment is particularly linked with the 
economic cycle and needs "systems" of services with high added value (e.g. co-designing), ongoing 
investments in research and development and a careful management of product quality. In the AM segment, 
customers have a much lower bargaining power, the demand is less cyclic and, for some kinds of products, it 
is positively influenced by the progressive "ageing" of vehicles whereas it is negatively influenced by the 
ongoing improvement of quality, reliability and cycle of life of the vehicles.  
 
After a couple of difficult years for the automotive sector, during 2014 car registrations in Italy showed the 
first tangible signals of trend reversal, in fact they increased by 4.2% (source: ANFIA). The tendency is 
positive also at European level thanks to a 5% increase compared to last year. As far as the activity of 
LANDI RENZO is concerned, the registrations of LPG and methane vehicles show a higher growth than 
other kinds of vehicles and this trend is going on in early 2015, too. 
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The demand of these vehicles is tightly linked with the policies of incentives, both direct ones (issued upon 
purchase or installation of equipment), as well as indirect ones (determined by different levels of taxation of 
the fuels); in the near future, the importance of the environmental topic and in particular the targets set for 
the reduction of the emissions of vehicles for the coming years and in several countries offer a good 
opportunity for the companies active in this sector, but this link is an exogenous factor and, therefore, can 
hardly be controlled. Another element of uncertainty is given by the high contraction of the oil price registered 
starting from last year and by the unpredictability regarding its future trend; all this, at least in the short term, 
represents a potential risk making it less convenient, from a strictly economic point of view, to use alternative 
fuels. Moreover, the tensions and difficulties in some key market of this sector must be taken into account. 
 
From the point of view of the offer, the level of competition is high and is linked with production efficiency, 
price and the ability to meet customer needs (co-designing, wide range of products, high quality standards). 
In order to be competitive, remarkable efforts and investments, above all in research and development, are 
required. 
This bring to quite high entrance barriers because of the high level of know-how, means, terms and 
investments which are all necessary to work in this sector, above all as far as the OEM segment is 
concerned. Anyway, all these efforts can later on lead to positive trends in the After-market segment. An 
important role is played by the partnerships with key suppliers that have to ensure high standards of quality 
meeting the strict requisites of vehicles manufacturer.  
 
The comparison with the main competitors show how LANDI RENZO, also thanks to the investments carried 
out concerning the rationalization of its costs and a business model providing for the externalization of a 
relevant part of its production, has managed to better cope with the negative effects caused by the 
unfavourable market conditions which have characterized the last few years. Here below you can find a 
comparison of some consolidated data on 31/12/2014 concerning the main market players, which in the 
chart are called “competitor 1” and “competitor 2”; moreover, please note that data referred to the two 
competitors are expressed in dollars. 
 

Name Turnover Ebitda Ebit Profit Normalized 
profit 

Ebitda 
/Costs NFP TA / 

SF 
 $ (.000) $ (.000) $ (.000) $ (.000) $ (.000)    

COMPETITOR 1 339.128 4.397 -54.219 -53.416 -9.075 5,3 -91.587 1,37 

COMPETITOR 2 130.569 -114.551 -159.387 -149.618 -120.014 n.c. -15.463 2,01 

 € (.000) € (.000) € (.000) € (.000) € (.000)    

LANDI RENZO 233.213 18.293 2.572 -1.783 -1.535 4,5 47.246 2,53 
Source: Consolidated balance sheets of the companies  

Comparing the consolidated data, the better income performances of LANDI RENZO in 2014 have to be 
highlighted, even if the other two Groups can still take advantage of remarkable liquid means which, in turn, 
lead to a lower weight of their financial situations (as witnessed by the values of their NFP), which are 
anyway experiencing an ongoing erosion because of several negative net results in a row, above all as far 
as “competitor 2” is concerned. The level of indebtedness and the weight of financial costs of LANDI RENZO 
are anyway perfectly under control and are within limited amounts. Finally, over the last few years the three 
Groups decided to devaluate the CGU values of the sector because of the net results of some affiliated 
companies that no longer match the expectations, on the basis of which the taking over was decided. 
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Here below you can find the comparison charts of the main Italian companies active in sector of the three 
Groups. Please note that LANDI RENZO was excluded from this comparison on purpose, as it is the Holding 
company of the Group with the same name and the degree of comparison is therefore lower. We would also 
draw your attention to the fact that data listed here below are referred to 31/12/2013.   
 

Economic / income profile 

Name Turnover Ebitda Ebit Result Cash 
flow Roi Roe Ros 

 € (.000) € (.000) € (.000) € (.000) € (.000) % % % 

AFFILIATED CO. 1 (Competitor 1) 146.306 12.135 4.755 -2.233 7.208 -1,5 -1,5 3,53 

AFFILIATED CO. 1 (Competitor 2) 20.150 1.972 355 46 1.478 0,4 0,4 1,81 

AFFILIATED CO. 2 (Competitor 2) 34.690 3.161 971 -1.313 3.979 -0,7 -2,6 7,16 

AFFILIATED CO. 1 (Landi Renzo) 46.551 4.882 588 -694 3.166 -1 -4,4 1,3 

AFFILIATED CO. 2 (Landi Renzo) 49.865 5.347 3.549 1.732 3.957 5,3 4,9 7,33 
Source: Cerved Group Abridged Balance Sheets 

Financial / income profile 

Source: Cerved Group Abridged Balance Sheets  

In general, these companies have registered swinging revenues and less constant income performances 
over the last few years, as a further witness of the difficult market context they are active in.  
Once more, as already specified above, the income results of the affiliated companies of the Group LANDI 
RENZO are much better, thanks to a more careful financial management than the affiliated companies of the 
two competitors, that could take advantage of the liquidity surplus of their Group, too. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name Structural 
margin 

Debt 
Ratio 

Acid 
Test NFP NFP/SF Ebitda / Fin. 

costs 
 € (.000)  % € (.000)   

AFFILIATED CO. 1 (Competitor 1) 88.797 0,22 317,0 43.838 n.c. 866,79 

AFFILIATED CO. 1 (Competitor 2) 10.525 0,38 249,1 2.180 n.c. 328,67 

AFFILIATED CO. 2 (Competitor 2) -9.333 0,71 73,8 -22.044 0,45 3,93 

AFFILIATED CO. 1 (Landi Renzo) 5.915 1,44 89,3 -3.094 0,2 11,15 

AFFILIATED CO. 2 (Landi Renzo) 27.454 0,37 316,6 13.109 n.c. 23,35 
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The analysis of customer portfolio confirms the clear-cut International vocation of the Group, as well as a 
limited level of concentration coming above all from the high amounts of the AM sector. It is also important to 
underline that the management carried out a careful policy of credit risk management, because of the 
ongoing economic and financial crisis, that includes procedures of double check of credit worthiness of 
potential customers, as well as the insurance of a part of foreign credits which are not paid by letter of credit 
and the transfer of credits with non-recourse method; this influences the analysis of the quality of customer 
portfolio, in which the subjects whose credit are not transferred are usually small enterprises that, also for 
their structural limits, show a higher credit risk. Here below you can find two charts, the first one shows the 
percentage division of the enterprises and value of credit lines of the customer portfolio following the class of 
credit worthiness, whereas the second one shows the distribution of the enterprises and value of credit lines 
following the Cerved Group Rating classes, it is therefore clear that the credit risk of the part of customer 
portfolio taken into consideration falls within a threshold which is considered as acceptable.    
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14,3%
2,1%

68,8%

72,2%

5,5% 15,5%

11,4% 10,1%

Number enterprises-customers: 237 Value of credit line: 2.376.391

Risk level of customer portfolio on 31/12/2014

High Credit 
Worthiness

Good Credit 
Worthiness

Low Credit 
Worthiness

Minimum Credit 
Worthiness

0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%

14,4% 11,8%

27,0%

21,9%

8,0% 5,5% 5,1% 6,3%

0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
2,1% 2,9%

14,0%

51,4%

4,0%

15,5%

5,5% 4,7%

A1.1 A1.2 A1.3 A2.1 A2.2 A3.1 B1.1 B1.2 B2.1 B2.2 C1.1 C1.2 C2.1

Distribution of customers and credit lines following rating classes
on 31/12/2014

enterprises 
customers

credit line
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It represents the distribution of the enterprises of the sector following the categories of 

the enterprise with the one of the sector over the last three
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If we consider the latest financial year, the subject was ranked in the V1 category of the economic and financial assessment scale. This 

is evidence of a risk level which was in line with the average level of the industry in which it operates

  31/12/2013                                                

  31/12/2012                                                         

  31/12/2011                                         

4,31%

6,64%
5,07%

S1 S2 S3

S1       High safety 

S2       Safety 

S3       High solvency 

S4       Solvency 

V1       Limited solvency 

V2       Low solvency 

R1       Limited risk 

R2       Risk 

R3       High risk 

 

����������������

It represents the distribution of the enterprises of the sector following the categories of economic-financial risk and compares  the risk of 

the enterprise with the one of the sector over the last three. 

financial year, the subject was ranked in the V1 category of the economic and financial assessment scale. This 

is evidence of a risk level which was in line with the average level of the industry in which it operates.   

                                                                        �                                                             

                                  �                                                                                   

                      �                                                                            

5,07%

13,46%

20,05%

17,60%

14,69%
15,51%

3,38%

0,29%

S4 V1 V2 R1 R2 R3 R4

  

13 

financial risk and compares  the risk of 

                   ���������             

financial year, the subject was ranked in the V1 category of the economic and financial assessment scale. This 

                                                                                          0,49 

                                                                                                            0,45 

                                                                                                               1,13 
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From a monetary point of view, the Group's Fixed Assets (after the depreciation of some shareholdings and, 
in particular, of that in LOVATO GAS) were solid by virtue of continuous investments made by the Group with 
the aim to further strengthen its leadership position in the Eco-Mobility sector.  

Shareholders' funds, partially affected by the losses made over the last few years, remain significantly high in 
absolute terms, but they do not cover net assets completely. Nevertheless, this structural deficit is completely 
closed by the contribution of the Group's consolidated liabilities, even if the latter fell considerably in 2013 
due to the non-fulfilment of the terms of three loan agreements, which were therefore reclassified as current 
liabilities. We also specify that, having been the abovementioned terms complied with since 30/06/2014, the 
related amounts have been reclassified again as non-current liabilities. By doing so, the Group succeeded in 
achieving a temporary balance of its net financial indebtedness. Furthermore, over the last few years, total 
NFP has showed a progressive improvement, mainly thanks to a fairly good management of the subject's 
working capital, which in turn was backed by a significant reduction in trade receivables. Such reduction was 
brought about by a major non-recourse revolving credit agreement characterized by a high credit limit and by 
a particularly favourable interest rate.  

The management of stocks is balanced too. More specifically, the monetary value of stocks was inherently 
high, but it was substantially financed by trade debts. Nonetheless, business relationships between the 
subject and its suppliers have not been affected by any disagreements or tensions.  

On the whole, the subject maintains its ability to meet its financial needs even, and mainly, in the near future, 
by virtue of good initiatives adopted by the Group over the past years with the aim to more than 
proportionally adjust the use of external sources of finance to the different turnover trend affected by adverse 
market conditions.   

��������������
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LANDI RENZO takes advantage of several bank relationships, as well as of wide margins between the credit 
facilities granted and those actually used. This is particularly the case for cash loans given the remarkable 
gap between those granted and those used, which enables the company to cope with any temporary 
difficulties in the management of its working capital.       

Finally, we highlight that very positive references have been gathered from the interviewed suppliers. In 
particular, as far as supplies are concerned, the company regularly fulfils its financial commitments towards 
third parties in general.  
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The management is characterized by a deep knowledge of the reference market, which the company itself 
has helped creating and outlining, as well as by a traditional focus on the quality of its products and systems, 
which is still one of the core values of the Group and one of its main critical success factors. Over the last 
fiscal years, the management's ability to combine a substantial reduction in its indebtedness (and, as a 
result, in its Net Financial Position), and continuous major investments in research and development, is 
undoubtedly noteworthy and is evidence of a focus on the maintenance of competition, especially in the 
medium/long term. Among the aforesaid investments, we highlight those relating to the opening of a new 
R&D centre which has been recently inaugurated at the company's headquarters. Similarly, the big efforts 
made by the subject with the aim to train its staff and partners (installers), which led to the foundation of the 
'Landi Renzo Corporate University', are evidence of the importance that the management attaches to know-
how and to the centrality of people in the Group's activities. Furthermore, such efforts show a significant 
attention paid by the company to a continuous improvement of the skills gained by its staff and partners, 
which, in turn, contribute to excellent quality standards of the firm's products and installations.   

Over the past few years, the subject has achieved a remarkable growth in its turnover and a solid position in 
its reference market. To this have contributed the efforts made by the management to keep the perceived 
quality level high, as well as the company's ability to strengthen its relationships with motor vehicle 
manufacturers throughout the time. Specifically, it is crucial for the company to be seen as a reliable partner 
having the skills to operate successfully in the medium/long term, while focusing on continuous product 
improvement and development.  
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Name LANDI RENZO 

Address VIA NOBEL 2 4 6, CORTE TEGGE 42025 CAVRIAGO (RE) 

Telephone 0522/943311 

Website ������	
���� 

E-mail ����	
�����

Certified E-mail  LANDIRENZO@LEGALMAIL.IT 

Legal form JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 

Status ACTIVE 

Date of establishment 18/05/1978 

Active since 18/05/1978 

Date stock-exchange quotation 26/06/2007 

Deliberated Share Capital 11.250.000,00 

Subscribed Share Capital 11.250.000,00 

Paid-up Share Capital 11.250.000,00 

Shareholders on 13/03/2015 TRUST LANDI 59,1% 
AERIUS INVESTMENT HOLDING AG 8,4% 
FLOTTANTE 32,5% 

Reg. number / registered on RE 138031, registered on  26/06/1978 

Tax ID 00523300358 

VAT number 00523300358 

Istat code 293209 

Nace code 29.32 

Rae code 353 

Sae code 430 

Isin code IT0004210289 

Company belonging to group Yes 

Ultimate mother company LANDI RENZO SPA 

Secondary branches 2 

�
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Landi Renzo S.p.A.    

Italy    

 SAFE S.p.A. 
Italy 

100% 

 Emmegas S.r.l. 
Italy 
70% 

Beijing Autogas System Co.Ltd 
China 
100% 

 

Landi International B.V.  
Holland 
100% 

 

Landi Renzo RO Srl 
Romania 

100% 
 

 Lovato Gas S.p.A. 
Italy 

100% 
 

 A.E.B. S.p.A. 
Italy 

100% 

 LR Pak (Pvt) Limited 
Pakistan 

70% 
 

 Landi Renzo Pars 
Iran 

99,99% 
 

 Landi Renzo USA Corporation 
USA 
100% 

 

Landi Renzo VE C.A. 
Venezuela 

100% 
 
 LR Industria e Comercio Ltda 

Brazil 
99,99% 

 

Krishna Landi Renzo Ltd  
India 
51% 

 EFI Avtosanoat LR LLC 
Uzbekistan 

50% 
 

 Eighteen Sound S.r.l. 
Italy 

100% 
 

 AEB America s.r.l. 
Argentina 

96% 
 

 Lovato do Brasil Ltda 
Brazil 
100% 

 

 Officine Lovato Private Limited 
India 
100% 

 

Safe Gas PTE Ltd  
Singapore 

100% 
 

 Eurogas Utrecht B.V. 
Holland 
100% 

 

 Landi Renzo Polska Sp.Zo.O. 
Poland 
100% 
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Sources: 2014’s Draft Balance sheets, 2013’s Balance sheets (2012 restated) 
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 
Amounts expressed in thousands of Euros  

 
 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Revenues of sales and other income 231.117 221.974 274.695 

Revenues of sales and other income – linked parties 2.096 835 507 

Other revenues and income 1.542 2.110 1.525 

Cost of raw materials, materials and goods of consumption and stock variation -108.321 -105.555 -129.839 

Costs for services and  enjoyment of third parties goods -60.434 -60.036 -71.406 

Costs for services and  enjoyment of third parties goods -  linked parties -2.588 -1.579 -1.552 

Staff cost -42.395 -42.852 -41.807 

Provisions, credit devaluation and other management expenses -2.724 -3.861 -3.701 

EBITDA 18.293 11.036 28.422 

Amortizations and value depreciations -15.721 -33.234 -18.492 

Of which non recurrent -248 -15.640  
EBIT 2.572 -22.198 9.930 

Financial income 501 466 693 

Financial expenses -4.074 -3.982 -4.105 

Profit (loss) on exchange rates 1.194 -1.095 -825 

Profit (loss) from participations  evaluated with the method of shareholders’ funds -301   
Profit (loss) before taxes -108 -26.809 5.693 

Current and deferred taxes -1.636 849 -3.007 

Net profit (loss) of the Group and third parties, of which: -1.744 -25.960 2.686 

Third parties interests 39 -402 -265 

Net profit (loss) of the Group  -1.783 -25.558 2.951 

Profit (loss) EPS (calculated on 112,500,000 shares) -0,0158 -0,2272 0,0262 

Profit (loss) Fully Diluted Shares -0,0158 -0,2272 0,0262 
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Sources: 2014’s Draft Balance sheets, 2013’s Balance sheets (2012 restated) 

 

BALANCE SHEET 
Amounts expressed in thousands of Euros  

ASSETS 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Fixed assets    
Lands, buildings, plants, machinery and other equipment 35.277 36.164 32.972 

Development costs 7.101 6.571 8.365 

Goodwill 39.942 40.190 55.582 

Other intangible assets at definite life 24.637 26.546 27.169 

Participations evaluated with the method of shareholders’ funds 180 0  
Other non-current financial assets 773 1.059 203 

Pre-paid taxes 17.247 16.407 13.810 

Total fixed assets 125.157 126.937 138.101 

Current assets    
Credits towards customers 33.069 38.273 69.010 

Credits towards customers -  linked parties 1.986 189 229 

Stocks 63.269 61.579 65.288 

Work in progress upon request 2.590 3.043 640 

Other credits and current assets 15.533 17.118 14.213 

Current financial assets     116 

Liquidity and cash at Bank 31.820 32.953 38.629 

Total current assets 148.267 153.155 188.125 

TOTAL ASSETS 273.424 280.092 326.226 

LIABILITIES 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Shareholders’ funds    
Share capital 11.250 11.250 11.250 

Other reserves 98.018 123.714 124.234 

Profit (loss) of the year -1.783 -25.558 2.951 

Total Shareholders’ funds of the Group 107.485 109.406 138.435 

Third parties shareholders’ funds 591 407 623 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS 108.076 109.813 139.058 

SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS AND LIABILITIES 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Non-current liabilities    
Non-current debts towards Banks 26.171 12.096 38.465 

Other non-current financial liabilities 1.178 661 25 

Funds of risks and expenses 5.055 6.218 5.077 

Plans at defined benefit for employees 3.818 3.739 3.466 

Deferred tax liabilities 8.417 8.797 10.550 

Total non-current liabilities 44.639 31.511 57.583 

Current liabilities    
Current debts towards Banks 51.580 74.099 62.017 

Other current financial liabilities 137 25 24 

Debts towards suppliers 54.632 51.681 55.722 

Debts towards suppliers – linked parties 1.304 434 58 

Tax debts 4.492 3.876 2.478 

Other current liabilities 8.564 8.653 9.286 

Total current liabilities 120.709 138.768 129.585 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS AND LIABILITIES 273.424 280.092 326.226 
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ANALYSIS 

 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Economic ratios    
Revenues 233.213 222.809 275.202 

EBITDA 18.293 11.036 28.422 

EBIT 2.572 -22.198 9.930 

Normalized EBIT 2.820 -6.558  
Result before taxes -108 -26.809 5.693 

Net result of the Group and third parties -1.744 -25.960 2.686 

EBITDA / Revenues 7,80% 5,00% 10,30% 

EBIT / Revenues 1,10% -10,00% 3,60% 

Net result of the Group and third parties / Revenues -0,70% -11,70% 1,00% 

Assets Situation    
Net assets and other fixed assets 125.157 126.937 138.101 

Working capital 47.455 55.558 81.952 

Non-current liabilities -17.290 -18.754 -19.093 

NET INVESTED CAPITAL 155.322 163.741 200.960 

Net financial position (Liquidity) 47.246 53.928 61.902 

Shareholders’ funds 108.076 109.813 139.058 

SOURCES OF FINANCING 155.322 163.741 200.960 

Main ratios    
ROI (EBIT / Medium-term net invested capital) 1,60% -12,20% 4,60% 

ROE (Group net result / Group Shareholders’ funds) -1,70% -23,30% 2,10% 

Net financial indebtedness / Shareholders’ funds 43,70% 49,10% 44,50% 

Net financial indebtedness / EBITDA 2,58 4,89 2,19 

Tangible and intangible gross investments 13.799 18.559 13.070 

Staff (exact) 910 915 887 

Cash flow    
Operating cash flow 20.060 30.647 39.590 

Cash flow for investments -13.370 -19.296 -11.294 

FREE CASH FLOW 6.690 11.351 28.296 

 Sources: 2014’s Draft Balance sheets 
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Sources: 2014’s Draft Balance sheets, 2013’s Balance sheets (2012 restated) 
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 
Amounts expressed in thousands of Euros 

 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Revenues of sales and other income 95.215 92.978 136.703 

Other revenues and income 438 504 581 

Cost of raw materials, materials and goods of consumption and stock variation -49.685 -49.137 -70.472 

Costs for services and  enjoyment of third parties goods -28.594 -27.222 -39.156 

Staff cost -18.649 -16.395 -17.890 

Provisions, credit devaluation and other management expenses -753 -1.350 -914 

EBITDA -2.027 -622 8.852 

Amortizations and value depreciations -8.282 -8.319 -8.381 

EBIT -10.309 -8.941 470 

Financial income 292 561 218 

Financial income from participations 10.360 6.618 8.535 

Financial expenses -2.778 -2.946 -3.052 

Financial expenses from participations -946 -13.199 -479 

Profit (loss) on exchange rates 814 -431 -185 

Profit (loss) before taxes -2.567 -18.337 5.507 

Taxes  2.778 2.754 60 

Profit (loss) of the year 212 -15.583 5.567 
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Sources: 2014’s Draft Balance sheets, 2013’s Balance sheets (2012 restated) 
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BALANCE SHEET 
Amounts expressed in thousands of Euros 

ASSETS 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Fixed assets    
Lands, buildings, plants, machinery and other equipment 21.197 20.935 17.326 

Development costs 5.754 5.635 5.643 

Goodwill and  other intangible assets at definite life 3.544 3.536 3.469 

Participations in affiliated companies 111.736 112.799 121.656 

Participations in affiliated companies and joint ventures 868 300 0 

Other non-current financial assets 603 891 891 

Other non-current assets 71 89 94 

Pre-paid taxes 10.557 10.029 7.171 

Total fixed assets 154.331 154.214 156.251 

    
Current assets    
Credits towards customers 7.852 9.770 24.855 

Credits towards affiliated companies 14.584 8.994 18.588 

Stocks 21.947 23.940 28.662 

Other credits and current assets 3.601 4.055 3.791 

Current financial assets 7.054 13.830 7.769 

Liquidity and cash at Bank 11.780 6.331 19.108 

Total current assets 66.817 66.920 102.774 

    
TOTAL ASSETS 221.148 221.134 259.025 

LIABILITIES 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 

Shareholders’ funds    
Share capital 11.250 11.250 11.250 

Other reserves 99.251 114.984 109.460 

Profit (loss) of the year 212 -15.583 5.567 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS 110.713 110.651 126.277 

    
Non-current liabilities    
Non-current debts towards Banks 22.034 6.795 34.799 

Other non-current financial liabilities 1.177 661 25 

Funds of risks and expenses 2.221 3.218 2.404 

Plans at defined benefit for employees 1.875 1.677 1.619 

Deferred tax liabilities 979 834 961 

Total non-current liabilities 28.287 13.184 39.808 

    
Current liabilities    
Current debts towards Banks 40.365 66.468 52.559 

Other current financial liabilities 131 25 24 

Debts towards suppliers 23.483 19.665 28.284 

Debts towards suppliers – linked parties 1.181 287 0 

Debts towards linked parties 13.067 6.712 7.276 

Tax debts 861 852 829 

Other current liabilities 3.059 3.291 3.968 

Total current liabilities 82.148 97.299 92.940 

    
TOTALSHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS AND LIABILITIES 221.148 221.134 259.025 
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

Values in €/M 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

      
Revenues 302,4 253,5 275,2 222,8 233,2 

Operating costs 256,5 234,0 246,8 211,8 214,9 

EBITDA  45,9 19,5 28,4 11,0 18,3 

% on Revenues 15,2% 7,7% 10,3% 5,0% 7,8% 

Amortizations  14,0 22,7 18,5 33,2 15,7 

EBIT 32,0 -3,2 9,9 -22,2 2,6 

Financial results 2,1 4,9 4,2 4,6 2,7 

Profit before taxes 29,9 -8,2 5,7 -26,8 -0,1 

Taxes 10,5 0,9 3,0 -0,8 1,6 

Net result 19,4 -9,1 2,7 -26,0 -1,7 

% on Revenues 6,4% -3,6% 1,0% -11,7% -0,7% 

 

 

BALANCE SHEET 

Values in €/M 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

      
Intangible assets 103,5 95,4 91,1 73,3 71,7 

Tangible assets 38,5 35,1 33,0 36,2 35,3 

Total fixed assets 142,0 130,5 124,1 109,5 107,1 

Receivables 80,9 77,8 69,2 38,5 35,1 

Stocks 67,0 67,4 65,9 64,6 65,9 

Accounts payable -64,8 -56,0 -55,8 -52,1 -55,9 

Other 9,5 14,0 2,6 4,6 2,5 

Working capital 92,7 103,2 82,0 55,6 47,5 

% on Revenues  40,7% 29,8% 24,9% 20,4% 

Severance and other funds -12,5 -6,6 -5,1 -1,3 0,7 

      
Invested capital 222,2 227,1 201,0 163,7 155,3 

      
Shareholders’ funds 152,7 137,0 139,1 109,8 108,1 

NFP 69,5 90,1 61,9 53,9 47,2 

      
TOTAL SOURCES 222,2 227,1 201,0 163,7 155,3 
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The grading gives an evaluation on each and every analysis area, whose combined effect is expressed through the Cerved Group 

Score. 

Analyst evaluation  Economic and Financial Situation  
 

It synthetically expresses the 

opinion of a Cerved Group 

analyst on the overall situation 

of the entity. 

Positive 

 

Some weak points  

 

Negative 

 

Very negative  

 
It evaluates the economic and 
financial reliability of a 
business (based on its 
accounts) placed in its current 
and future system of 
reference. 

High Reliability 

Reliability 

High Solvency 

Solvency 

Moderate Solvency 

Low Solvency 

Moderate Risk 

Risk 

High Risk 

Very High Risk  

Negative Events Payment Terms 
 

It evaluates the seriousness of 

negative events which have 

affected the business and its 

linked entities. 

None 

Minimum 

Limited 

Serious 

 

Very Serious 

 

It expresses the punctuality of 

the payments made by the 

subject to its suppliers. The 

data is gathered from the 

Payline system. 

 

Regular 

Mainly Regular 

Deferred 

Delays 

Serious Delays  

Risk related to the number of requests  Structural Profile  
 

It evaluates the degree of risk 

related to the number of 

information requests received 

by Cerved Group, weighing 

them according to the 

characteristics of the entity 

and its sector. 

No signs of risk 

 

Weak signs of risk 

 

Signs of risk 

 

It evaluates the subject's 

reliability taking into account 

its identification details, sector 

and size (based on official 

information obtained from the 

Register of Companies). 

 

 

No signs of risk 

 

 

Potential signs of risk  
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The Cerved Group rating is an opinion on the credit worthiness that summarizes the reliability or the insolvency 

probability of the subject. 

Cerved Rating Agency issues solicited rating, that is to say evaluations on credit reliability requested by the subject itself. 

The issued rating is subject to an on-going monitoring until 11/02/2016. Until this date Cerved Rating Agency guarantees 

the update of official and owned information concerning the subject and, if necessary, the immediate communication to 

the customer of possible modifications of the given rating. 

The rating issued by Cerved Rating Agency is not an investment advice, nor a form of financial consultancy; it is not a 

recommendation for the purchase or sale of shares or for making particular investments, nor gives it any advice to a 

particular investor to make a particular investment. 


